
                                         

JUNE 2019 SCOPE “Lite”

PARC Announcement

 You are receiving this since our Scope Editor resigned because family matters make it difficult 

for him to ensure Scope is ready in a timely manner for monthly publication.

The club’s Board decided that for the interim until a more permanent Scope preparation and 

distribution is established, the club will make use of our electronic delivery capability to make 

monthly distribution of the principal information that should be available to members.   

PARC financial report
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Membership

    Memberships that lapse this month!  (June)                          Memberships that recently lapsed:

73,
Glen AI6RR
PARC Membership Chair

Repeater status

 All voice and digital repeaters are working normally.   The ATV system is still down.
 Mark KF6WTN reported that Wires X was running intermittently. There were some 

problems with his network connection and Wires X software.   Still working on it.

June Club Program

The June program will offer a historical and practical review of 3-Dimensional Printing. Mira 

Costa college faculty and student will offer a hands-on demonstration of the 3D printing 

technology, and a summary of how a 3D object is achieved from an idea. 

PARC and ham radio news

1. PARC Breakfast: The Club Board received an interesting suggestion of creating an 

opportunity to form a “club breakfast” tradition. This would be a scheduled occasion for 

members to get together to share ham radio news and social camaraderie. The location 

for a regular breakfast might be fixed or rotate around San Diego county to explore 

unique restaurants. The events would be announced well in advance in order to allow 

members to determine their participation. We solicit your opinion on whether or not 

you would participate in such activity. Also, if you are interested in coordinating this 

activity, please contact a board member.
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2. Scope Editor: A Scope editor opportunity is available. We are considering a simplified 

Scope, focused on timely notification for members. It will contain essential information 

on club finances, membership status, programs planned, and then also include articles 

or news of interest about local events. If any member has experience in editorial 

matters or similar effort and has the time available to dedicate a few hours to timely 

preparation of a short newsletter, please consider volunteering your service for the 

benefit of your fellow club members.

3. Field Day: 

Field Day is this month! June 22-23.  We did not get a volunteer to coordinate direct PARC 

branded Field Day activities, but our members have been invited to participate and offer 

manpower to several other Field Day opportunities.  

a. W6F Field Day: Please contact Levi K6JO via text or call at (760) 450-2509 to participate.  

The activities will be located at the West Sycamore Staging Area, found at 17160 

Stonebridge Pkwy San Diego CA 92131. Please let Levi know ASAP if you want to be 

added to the operator roster.

b. NN3V (Charlie) is coordinating the Poway Amateur Radio Society (PARS) field day that 

will be held at Lake Poway Park. The Poway hams are hoping to attract hams who want 

to operate a radio, and plan to have radio shifts of no more than 2-hour duration. If you 

just want to work some contacts, or visit a location that is beautiful and fun, please 

contact our very own membership chair  AI6RR (Glen) at 1-858-735-1144 for 

information.

4. Events Coordinator: The Board is looking for an "Events Coordinator"!  This person would be 

responsible for overseeing various outreach activities throughout the year, as well as starting to 

organize the 2020 PARC Field Day.  We want to get a jump on 2020 well in advance if possible.  

Please contact the Board for more information, or if you would be interested in taking on this 

task.
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